User manual for Bluetooth smart watch

Thank you for choosing our smart watch devices. Before using the smart watch, please read the manual carefully for better understanding and usage of the functions and operations.

Bluetooth version: BT4.0

Remark: Please connect the watch to mobile phone via Bluetooth and install Fundo application on your phone successfully before using the watch.

The requirements for mobile phone operating system version:
Android users: support the original Android Version 4.4 or higher. (Settings-About Device, view the android version)
iPhone users: support iOS 8.0 or higher. (Please upgrade your phone if it's under iOS 8.0, and you can find the version in mobile phone setting-general-about)

How to download Fundo
How to get the Fundo APK for iPhone and Android users
Way1: for both Android and iPhone users. Scan the QR code on watch or user manual through smart phone or QQ sweeping function to download and install on phones.

Tips:
WeChat only supports QR code scanner to read, doesn't support downloading. Please make sure your phone have enough memory space and the operating system version is supported.

Android

Google Play

FundoWear

Iphone

app store

FundoWear

Way 2 Android users:
1. After installing Fundo Wear, enter into mobile phone setting-Bluetooth-open (Android devices should be visible, and iPhone should open location services (setting-privacy-location services-on))
2. Open Fundo Wear after completing the phone settings, login screen will pop up, and you can register by email, or login by QG/WeChat account.
3. Enter into the Fundo interface, and click "**" at the right bottom corner, then Bluetooth icon will appear. Click it to search. When you find the watch, click the watch name to connect, then a pairing message will appear, and choose "Pair". When Fundo connection is successful, Android users can use all the functions on Zebblaze smart watch.

4. For iPhone users, after installing and connecting with the Fundo Wear successfully, enter into phone settings-Bluetooth, search the watch and connect, and pairing message will come out, then choose "pair", then you can use all the functions on watch.
Tips:
For iPhone Users, when Fudo occurs flash back, please make sure your location services is on. Please make sure your Fudo is registered successfully, otherwise data cannot be synchronized between iPhone and the watch. If another device is connected to your phone accidentally, there will be no message prompts during Bluetooth connection. Please go to the settings—about on watch, and check if the Bluetooth device address is the same as your connected device. If not, please choose the right one for Bluetooth connection.

Introduction to Menu Functions
Address Book:
- Click on the menu and view all contact list (about 500 contacts) synchronized from your phone, you can quick search for any contact and make calls.

Dial:
- Dial via the watch after connecting your phone.

Call record:
- All call records could be synchronized with your phone, click on the record to reinit.

Message:
- Please install Fudo Wear on your phone before using this function. Click on the menu and view all inbox messages, and you can reply to the sender in SMS templates as well as calling back (view the SMS menu on iPhone is not allowed due to iOS restriction).

Notification:
- All instant messages could be synchronized from the phone.

Find phone:
- When press the icon for this function, phone will respond with alert and vibration.
- If the Bluetooth signal is weak, or the phone is more than 10 meters from the watch, the watch will alert to remind.

Alarm:
- You can set up to 5 custom alarms. Prompt setting: Vibration and ring/vibration only/Ring only.

Calendar:
- Enter the calendar interface and slide up and down to browse, or left and right to exit.

Music:
- All songs in the paired phone could be synchronized, and click any song to play, adjust volume, pause, skip and so on.
- Turn off music player when recording, and Bluetooth needs to be reconnected for music player.

Remote camera:
- Enter into the menu to open the camera on the paired phone (please unlock the phone first).
  - You can preview the image, click 'shoot', then taken photos will be stored in the paired devices (every phone has a different store path, and pictures may be stored in albums or memory card. Due to system restrictions, certain phones do not allow viewing pictures at once, while you may view pictures a few minutes later or by restarting the phone.)
  - iPhone does not support this function.

Bluetooth connection:
- Bluetooth Sync search for the other Bluetooth devices and initiate pairing.
  - Bluetooth setting: Bluetooth ON/OFF and change device name.

File management:
- View the photos, videos, audio files in the watch.

Fodometer:
- Normal arm swing will activate step-counting function during walking, the first two steps will be estimated as one step, which detects whether you are walking or not.
- You can set the target step number in daily exercise (you will be reminded after reaching the target).
- Personal information settings (height and weight):
- Past record: a past record of the steps will be generated at 24:00 every day.

Sleep monitoring:
- Enter the sleep-monitoring menu, click 'Start' and then go to bed wearing the watch.
- Sleep quality can be monitored according to vibration amplitude of the watch and duration of sleep, and up to 26 records of sleep duration and quality will be generated and saved automatically every morning.
You can set your own time period (every half hour), and the watch will alert with ring and vibration to remind you after long-time sitting.

Cardiometer & ECG
Please make sure to wear the watch correctly before measuring heart rate and the watch bottom should be glued tight to the skin.
Click Start to measure the heart rate. (Please don't move your arm)
Up to 20 records will be generated and saved automatically every time.

Record
You can record and play local audio files.

QR Code
Scan the QR Code with Android phones, then press download and install the application for the watch.

Stopwatch
This function is only for iPhone. Open Siri, issue a directive to control dialing, MP3 and related functions on iPhone through the watch.

Settings
Bluetooth: to activate and turn off Bluetooth.
Clock: To set different types of clock and set the time and date after closing synchronize functions.
Sound: To customize the notification tone, ringtones and notification tones.
Volume: To adjust the volume of multimedia files, ringtones and notification tone.
Display: To customize the wallpaper, screen brightness and backlight off time.
Movement: When this function is set to be open and saved, ringing from incoming calling and alarm clock can be converted to mute automatically by turning over the watch. Under the turn off status, turn over the watch and the screen will be bright automatically.

Multilingual environment: To personalize the settings of the synchronize, languages, and displayed name.
APP: To uninstall the installed apps.
Restore settings: To restore the watch to the factory default setting.

Instruction to watch operation:
Side button: long press for switch ON/OFF, short press once for return to menu

Tip:
The battery can't be removed. The device will probably not turn on if not used or charged for over one month.
Improper operation may crash the device, which could be reset by long pressing the power button for 10 seconds.
This product is not support all the applications in "my APP" on Fundo Wear, please uninstall it in "my APP" is you already installed.